
                
 
In and Against the State: lessons from our recent past 
 
Overview: This year marks the 40th anniversary of the influential text ‘In and Against the State,’ 
which addressed how revolutionary socialists, then working in the public sector, were able to 
square the apparent contradiction of remaining revolutionary while working within the 
constraints of the state’s  ‘disciplinary architectures’. Informed by ‘autonomist’ political ideas 
and practices,  unleashed in the global ruptures of 1968 . The authors of ‘In and Against the 
State’s authors spoke to a generation of activists wrestling with  the questions of where best to 
place their energies whilst recognising the central role that state provision played in the social 
and technical reproduction of the working class. 
 
Recently this small text has had something of a renaissance, particularly in the UK. This 
workshop will explore the history of this idea in the radical left using material from the MayDay 
Rooms archive, and will discuss what an ‘in and against the state’ position might be today.  

 
Resource Needs: You can find a resource pack of scanned archival documents, along with 
contextual summary and guiding questions at: 
https://maydayrooms.org/in-and-against-the-state.   
 
You will need to print copies of these materials for participants to use.  
 
Audio recordings outlining key concepts and introduction to the workshop will be available 
soon.  
 
Duration: 1.5 hour 
 
Room Configuration: Participants would ideally sit around a table with archival material for 
them to read and discuss. This could be one table or many depending on the number of 
participants.  
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Agenda 
 

Time   Activity   Key questions   Resources 

20mins 
 
 
 
 
 

Introduction 
 
Read out the introductory 
text for the facilitator to help 
outline and contextualise the 
session (see Facilitators 
Notes 1)  
 
(There will be a series of 
audio recordings to go with 
this at a later date, which will 
further assist facilitators 
running the session.)  
 
Next, using the key 
questions spend 15mins 
discussing with participants 
ideas around notions of the 
state.  
 
Depending on the size of the 
groups you can do this all 
together or in smaller groups 
who will then report back.  
 
 

- What is the 
state? And what 
is its role in the 
function of 
capitalism? 

- How should 
anti-capitalists or 
socialist relate to 
the state? 

- What would a 
small state/ no 
state socialism 
look like?  

- how can we 
defend state 
services and 
remain critical of 
the state? 

 

See audio 
material at  
https://maydayr
ooms.org/in-an
d-against-the-st
ate/ 
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30mins   Discussion of Archival 
Materials 
 
In this section we will root 
the idea of ‘in and against 
the state’ in a historical 
context. 
 
Archival materials should be 
distributed across tables and 
participants should be 
seated around these and 
encouraged to handle, read 
and discuss this material; a 
series of guiding questions 
will be asked to encourage 
debate. You can find scans 
of the archival material on 
the website which can be 
printed off. The ‘In and 
Against the State’ text is 
quite long so we have 
included only the relevant 
pages. 
 
Split into groups with each 
one focusing on one of the 
materials. Use the questions 
under each text to focus your 
reading of the material. 
Groups should then report 
back to the wider group 
about the material. If your 

Sennet 
Newpaper 1968 
 
What kind of 
shift in 
relationships to 
traditional 
institutions does 
May ‘68 
represent? 
 
Solidarity- As We 
See It (1967) 
How does this 
pamphlet define 
socialism and 
how does it see 
the state's role in 
a socialist 
society?  
 
Big Flame – Vote 
Labour but… 
(1983)  
How is the party 
comprehended in 
this document 
and what has 
changed between 
then and now?  
 

Archival 
Material can be 
found here: 
 
https://maydayr
ooms.org/in-an
d-against-the-st
ate/ 
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event is small, you might 
want to work through the 
material together.   
 
Each archival piece can be 
used to illustrate a particular 
development in how 
socialists relate to the state, 
and how this in turn relates 
to the history of the idea of 
‘In and Against the State’.  
 
Sennet Newpaper 1968 
What kind of shift in 
relationships to traditional 
institutions does May ‘68 
represent? 
 
Solidarity- As We See It 
(1967) 
How does this pamphlet 
define socialism and how do 
is see the states role in a 
socialist society?  
 
Big Flame – Vote Labour 
but… (1983)  
How is the state 
comprehended in this 
document and what has 
changed between then and 
now?  
 

In and Against 
the State- Part 3) 
(1979) 
How is the ‘in and 
against’ 
perspective 
represented in 
this document?  
What do you 
think about the 
distinction the 
pamphlet makes 
between between 
the state 
apparatus 
(institution) 
and the state 
form (social 
relations)? 
 
GLC manifesto 
and Islington 
Gutter Press 
(IGP) 
How does the 
GLC manifesto 
incorporate the 
politics of social 
movements? 
How does the 
IGP relate to the 
GLC as a state 
institution?  



                

In and Against the State- 
Part 3)  (1979) 
How is the an in and against 
perspective represented in 
this document?  
What do you think about the 
distinction the pamphlet 
makes between between the 
state apparatus (institution) 
and the state form (social 
relations)? 
 
GLC manifesto and Islington 
Gutter Press (IGP) 
How does the GLC 
manifesto incorporate  the 
politics of social 
movements? How does the 
IGP relate to the GLC as a 
state institution? 



                

20mins   Mapping  
 
Spend 15 mins trying to map 
the trajectory of ideas from 
May 1968 to the GLC using 
the reports from each group.  
Focus on how these more 
libertarian tendencies were 
expressed and how they 
become institutionalised by 
the early 1980s. Use a large 
sheet of paper and marker 
pens to do this.  
 
Don’t worry if you are unsure 
about whether a particular 
point is correct. This 
exercise is about trying to 
establish a political ground 
by which people 
conceptualised being in and 
against the state, and how 
this seeming contradiction is 
articulated in the literature. 
 

Can we trace a 
lineage of ideas 
from May ‘68 to 
the GLC 
(1981-1968) ? 

Marker pen and 
flip chart paper.  



                

20mins  Final Discussion- how we 
can think about an ‘in and 
against’ politics today? 
 
Use these guiding questions 
to facilitate a productive 
discussion about what an ‘in 
and against’ politics could be 
today.  
 
You might want to focus in 
particular on how  
these distinctions continue 
to impact upon the trajectory 
of a variety of libertarian and 
democratic organisations in 
and around the current 
Labour Party.  

What does an ‘in 
and against’ the 
state politics look 
like today?  

How do you 
understand and 
experience this 
allegedly 
contradictory 
position? 

If the state is still 
an enemy how 
can we 
coordinate to 
move beyond it?  

How can we build 
resistant 
solidarity 
networks that 
don’t rely on the 
state?  

 

 

Content Notes: 
 
This session is designed to tie together the historical tendencies that underpinned the first ‘in 
and against’ tendency inside the Labour Party. It will cover those who were drawn from the post 
1968 campus left- and their subsidiary social movements (squatting, women’s collectives, base 
union organising) and how this would subsequently impact on the shape and form of radical  
 
municipal projects like the Greater London Authority during the period 1981-1986. The 
workshop is also designed to shed light on those on the current front bench who had an active 
relationship with the GLC and this tendency (Jeremy Corbyn and John McDonnell in particular) 
and who are now calling for a revitalisation of the libertarian, democratic, and inclusive  



                
 
transformation within the Labour Party which arguably resemble this post-68/ GLC moment. 
During this session we will explore the revolutionary socialist that initially underpinned the post 
‘68 movements, and how these distinctions continue to impact on the trajectory of a variety of 
libertarian and democratic organisations in and around the current Labour Party.  
 
The archival material will cover two periods; firstly groups such as Solidarity, Islington Gutter 
Press, Big Flame will be used to illustrate the history of this tendency and its move toward 
institutionalisation inside the GLC. This material is particularly useful for eliciting what a 
contemporary audience makes of historical demands, what has been met, how have things 
changed, and now they have not?  
 
The second group of materials, pertaining to the GLC (and associated projects) is there to 
illustrate the institutionalisation of these demands and how they were inculcated into its 
organisation structure. 
 
The workshop should be divided into three chunks: 
 

1. Introduction and context. This should be led by the facilitators who should also factor in 
time for clarification and questions from workshop participants 

2. Dissemination and discussion of materials;  materials should be distributed across 
tables and participants should be arranged around these and encouraged to handle, read 
and discuss this material; a series of guiding questions should be asked in order to 
encourage debate (see guiding questions). Each table should be encouraged to talk 
about the material that is pertinent to the past or the present.  

3. Final Discussion; This attempts should be made to end the session on a productive 
proposition: how could such and such a project be constructed today?  

 
Framing and purpose 

The purpose of this workshop is to deepen and develop a collective understanding of the role of 
the state in capitalism’s continuation. How should anti-capitalists respond to attacks on state 
provision? How could alternative models of social provision be delivered that don’t rely on the 
state? Is this desirable/possible in the present? Is it possible to defend the state while 
remaining critical of its historical role? Does the collapse of the workers’ movement leave the 
‘state’ as the only viable option for socialist activity? Why are people increasingly turning 



                
towards parliamentarian parties? Can we engage in this move towards institutional politics and 
remain principled revolutionaries?  
 
Key concepts: The State, workers autonomy, self organisation, state socialism, radical 
municipalism, defence of services. 
 
Extra Reading  
Extra reading around these key concepts can be found at 
https://maydayrooms.org/in-and-against-the-state/ 
 
Audio Recordings 
There will be audio of the workshop from the TWT 2019 and an introductory audio recording.  
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